
Taking Clean Digital Impressions

Margins

Preparation & Maintenance

Accurate and clean oral scan is the most basic and essential element for the production of 
prostheses in digital dentistry. Here are some useful tips for taking clean digital impressions.

A common issue encountered with intraoral scanners is the inability to capture details of 
subgingival preparation margins. We strongly recommend using “Double retraction cord 
technique” for all our digital impressions for crowns and bridges. Although packing cord 
may take a bit of additional time, by carefully prepping the patient’s mouth, you will avoid 
potential rescans and end up saving even more time in the long run. The key here is to wait 
5-7 minutes after applying cords so the tissue fully retracts and leaves some space near 
the margin. This is a perfect time for you to write the order form and be ready to scan. Don’t 
forget to take the large cord out right before scanning. The below are a screenshot of a 
poor scans and a well prepared scan near the margin area.

Check your scan mirror if there is any dust, moisture, or spots. Calibration should be 
performed regularly based on the manufacturer's instruction in advance.
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Moisture

Removable dental appliances such as nightguards and full/partial dentures critically 
require not only the smooth surface but also the seamless alignment for the entire scan 
area. 
The two images below are from the same scan and a good example that might look okay 
at the first glance but are not a valid scan to process. 

The surface of the scanned area is another factor that greatly affects the accuracy of the 
prostheses. A large amount of moisture can cause rendering/aligning issues and image 
distortions which can lead to major fitting problems. Moisture can be caused by saliva, 
blood or other fluids, and can create a reflection that alters the final image. It is critical to 
completely dry the surface that you are scanning to avoid this issue. Some poor scan 
examples are here below.

Distortion & Misalignment

Asking your patient to use any antibacterial mouthwash before scanning can be a good 
start to prevent this from happening. It will not only eliminate the odor from the mouth but 
also will take some moisture away from the teeth and even help the gum stop bleeding. 
Carefully place cotton rolls to the buccal mucosa and the lingual vestibule can also help 
absorb moisture during the scan.

Grayscale view can detect the value change easily
over the surface

Switching the angle of view ensures the misalignment



To prevent this, you need to slow down and give your scanner some areas to perform a 
good alignment. The misalignment happens when the scanner head moves too quickly 
and has not enough area from the first scan image to the next. Changing the view mode 
to monochromatic or grayscale helps to detect those issues. Checking the scan result 
from different angles is another way to find this error.

Review
Make a habit to review thoroughly over the entire scan after the scan job is finished. 
Please check all the items on the list below before sending your patient home.
Remember. Quality starts from your hands!

- Clean and easy-to-read margin
- No holes or void near the critical area
- Smooth and dry surface
- No distortion and clean alignment
- Vertical clearance (≥ 1.5mm) 
- Required area to scan


